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Connectivity and Edge Computing in IoT: Customized Designs and AI-based Solutions 2021-11-25
this book covers connectivity and edge computing solutions for representative internet of
things iot use cases including industrial iot rural iot internet of vehicles iov and mobile
virtual reality vr based on their unique characteristics and requirements customized solutions
are designed with targets such as supporting massive connections or seamless mobility and
achieving low latency or high energy efficiency meanwhile the book highlights the role of
artificial intelligence ai in future iot networks and showcases ai based connectivity and edge
computing solutions the solutions presented in this book serve the overall purpose of
facilitating an increasingly connected and intelligent world the potential benefits of the
solutions include increased productivity in factories improved connectivity in rural areas
enhanced safety for vehicles and enriched entertainment experiences for mobile users featuring
state of the art research in the iot field this book can help answer the question of how to
connect billions of diverse devices and enable seamless data collection and processing in
future iot the content also provides insights regarding the significance of customizing use
case specific solutions as well as approaches of using various ai methods to empower iot this
book targets researchers and graduate students working in the areas of electrical engineering
computing engineering and computer science as a secondary textbook or reference professionals
in industry who work in the field of iot will also find this book useful
Integration and Implementation of the Internet of Things Through Cloud Computing 2021-06-18
the internet of things iot has drawn great attention from both academia and industry since it
offers a challenging notion of creating a world where all things around us are connected to
the internet and communicate with each other with minimal human intervention another component
for helping iot to succeed is cloud computing the combination of cloud computing and iot will
enable new monitoring services and powerful processing of sensory data streams these
applications alongside implementation details and challenges should also be explored for
successful mainstream adoption iot is also fueled by the advancement of digital technologies
and the next generation era will be cloud based iot systems integration and implementation of
the internet of things through cloud computing studies analyzes and presents cloud based iot
related technologies protocols and standards along with recent research and development in
cloud based iot it also presents recent emerging trends and technological advances of cloud
based iot innovative applications and the challenges and implications for society the chapters
included take a strong look at the societal and social aspects of this technology along with
its implementations and technological analyses this book is intended for it specialists
technologists practitioners researchers academicians and students who are interested in the
next era of iot through cloud computing
Multimedia Big Data Computing for IoT Applications 2019-07-17 this book considers all aspects
of managing the complexity of multimedia big data computing mmbd for iot applications and
develops a comprehensive taxonomy it also discusses a process model that addresses a number of
research challenges associated with mmbd such as scalability accessibility reliability
heterogeneity and quality of service qos requirements presenting case studies to demonstrate
its application further the book examines the layered architecture of mmbd computing and
compares the life cycle of both big data and mmbd written by leading experts it also includes
numerous solved examples technical descriptions scenarios procedures and algorithms
Big Data, Cloud Computing and IoT 2023-04-19 cloud computing the internet of things iot and
big data are three significant technological trends affecting the world s largest corporations
this book discusses big data cloud computing and the iot with a focus on the benefits and
implementation problems in addition it examines the many structures and applications pertinent
to these disciplines also big data cloud computing and the iot are proposed as possible study
avenues features informs about cloud computing iot and big data including theoretical
foundations and the most recent empirical findings provides essential research on the
relationship between various technologies and the aggregate influence they have on solving
real world problems ideal for academicians developers researchers computer scientists
practitioners information technology professionals students scholars and engineers exploring
research on the incorporation of technological innovations to address contemporary societal
challenges
IoT and Edge Computing for Architects 2020-03-06 learn to design implement and secure your iot
infrastructure revised and expanded for edge computing key featuresbuild a complete iot system
that s the best fit for your organizationlearn about different concepts tech and trade offs in
the iot architectural stackunderstand the theory and implementation of each element that
comprises iot designbook description industries are embracing iot technologies to improve
operational expenses product life and people s well being an architectural guide is needed if
you want to traverse the spectrum of technologies needed to build a successful iot system
whether that s a single device or millions of iot devices iot and edge computing for
architects second edition encompasses the entire spectrum of iot solutions from iot sensors to
the cloud it examines modern sensor systems focusing on their power and functionality it also
looks at communication theory paying close attention to near range pan including the new
bluetooth 5 0 specification and mesh networks then the book explores ip based communication in
lan and wan including 802 11ah 5g lte cellular sigfox and lorawan it also explains edge
computing routing and gateways and their role in fog computing as well as the messaging
protocols of mqtt 5 0 and coap with the data now in internet form you ll get an understanding
of cloud and fog architectures including the openfog standards the book wraps up the analytics
portion with the application of statistical analysis complex event processing and deep
learning models the book then concludes by providing a holistic view of iot security
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cryptography and shell security in addition to software defined perimeters and blockchains
what you will learnunderstand the role and scope of architecting a successful iot
deploymentscan the landscape of iot technologies from sensors to the cloud and moresee the
trade offs in choices of protocols and communications in iot deploymentsbecome familiar with
the terminology needed to work in the iot spacebroaden your skills in the multiple engineering
domains necessary for the iot architectimplement best practices to ensure reliability
scalability and security in your iot infrastructurewho this book is for this book is for
architects system designers technologists and technology managers who want to understand the
iot ecosphere technologies and trade offs and develop a 50 000 foot view of iot architecture
an understanding of the architectural side of iot is necessary
Edge Computing and Computational Intelligence Paradigms for the IoT 2019-06-14 edge computing
is focused on devices and technologies that are attached to the internet of things iot
identifying iot use across a range of industries and measuring strategic values helps identify
what technologies to pursue and can avoid wasted resources on deployments with limited values
edge computing and computational intelligence paradigms for the iot is a critical research
book that provides a complete insight on the recent advancements and integration of
intelligence in iot this book highlights various topics such as disaster prediction governance
and healthcare it is an excellent resource for researchers working professionals academicians
policymakers and defense companies
Social, Legal, and Ethical Implications of IoT, Cloud, and Edge Computing Technologies
2020-06-26 the adoption of cloud and iot technologies in both the industrial and academic
communities has enabled the discovery of numerous applications and ignited countless new
research opportunities with numerous professional markets benefiting from these advancements
it is easy to forget the non technical issues that accompany technologies like these despite
the advantages that these systems bring significant ethical questions and regulatory issues
have become prominent areas of discussion social legal and ethical implications of iot cloud
and edge computing technologies is a pivotal reference source that provides vital research on
the non technical repercussions of iot technology adoption while highlighting topics such as
smart cities environmental monitoring and data privacy this publication explores the
regulatory and ethical risks that stem from computing technologies this book is ideally
designed for researchers engineers practitioners students academicians developers policymakers
scientists and educators seeking current research on the sociological impact of cloud and iot
technologies
The Convergence of Internet of Things and Cloud for Smart Computing 2021-08-03 this book
presents the know how of the real time iot application development activity including a basic
understanding of the iot architecture use cases smart computing and the associated challenges
in design and development of the iot system all the technical details related to protocol
stack technologies and platforms used for the implementation are explained it further includes
techniques and case studies that include smart computing on the iot cloud models along with
test beds for experimentation purposes the book aims at setting up the groundwork for the
creation of applications that can help make day to day tasks simpler by meeting the needs of
varied sectors like education health care agriculture and so forth features covers iot cloud
convergence with a focus on complex industrial iot case studies discusses the broad background
of iot cloud convergence architectures and its fundamentals along with resource provisioning
mechanisms emphasizes the use of context in developing context aware iot solutions presents a
novel c model that explains the iot application development phases discusses a simplified
convergence model that depicts the role of cloud in an iot application this book aims at
graduate students researchers and professionals getting started in the iot field
Integration of Cloud Computing with Internet of Things 2021-03-08 the book aims to integrate
the aspects of iot cloud computing and data analytics from diversified perspectives the book
also plans to discuss the recent research trends and advanced topics in the field which will
be of interest to academicians and researchers working in this area thus the book intends to
help its readers to understand and explore the spectrum of applications of iot cloud computing
and data analytics here it is also worth mentioning that the book is believed to draw
attention on the applications of said technology in various disciplines in order to obtain
enhanced understanding of the readers also this book focuses on the researches and challenges
in the domain of iot cloud computing and data analytics from perspectives of various
stakeholders
Fog, Edge, and Pervasive Computing in Intelligent IoT Driven Applications 2021-01-07 a
practical guide to the design implementation evaluation and deployment of emerging
technologies for intelligent iot applications with the rapid development in artificially
intelligent and hybrid technologies iot edge fog driven and pervasive computing techniques are
becoming important parts of our daily lives this book focuses on recent advances roles and
benefits of these technologies describing the latest intelligent systems from a practical
point of view fog edge and pervasive computing in intelligent iot driven applications is also
valuable for engineers and professionals trying to solve practical economic or technical
problems with a uniquely practical approach spanning multiple fields of interest contributors
cover theory applications and design methodologies for intelligent systems these technologies
are rapidly transforming engineering industry and agriculture by enabling real time processing
of data via computational resource oriented metaheuristics and machine learning algorithms as
edge fog computing and associated technologies are implemented far and wide we are now able to
solve previously intractable problems with chapters contributed by experts in the field this
book describes machine learning frameworks and algorithms for edge fog and pervasive computing
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considers probabilistic storage systems and proven optimization techniques for intelligent iot
covers 5g edge network slicing and virtual network systems that utilize new networking
capacity explores resource provisioning and bandwidth allocation for edge fog and pervasive
mobile applications presents emerging applications of intelligent iot including smart farming
factory automation marketing automation medical diagnosis and more researchers graduate
students and practitioners working in the intelligent systems domain will appreciate this book
s practical orientation and comprehensive coverage intelligent iot is revolutionizing every
industry and field today and fog edge and pervasive computing in intelligent iot driven
applications provides the background orientation and inspiration needed to begin
IoT and Cloud Computing for Societal Good 2021-12-26 this book gathers the state of the art
for industrial application of scientific and practical research in the cloud and iot paradigms
to benefit society the book first aims to discuss and outline various aspects of tackling
climate change the authors then discuss how cloud and iot can help for digital health and
learning from industrial aspects the next part of book discusses technical improvements in the
fields of security and privacy the book also covers smart homes and iot in agriculture the
book is targeted towards advancing undergraduate graduate and post graduate students
researchers academicians policymakers various government officials ngos and industry research
professionals who are currently working in the field of science and technology either directly
or indirectly to benefit common masses
Introduction to Sensors in IoT and Cloud Computing Applications 2021-02-01 introduction to
sensors in iot and cloud computing applications provides information about sensors and their
applications readers are first introduced to the concept of small instruments and their
application as sensors the chapters which follow explain internet of things iot architecture
while providing notes on the implementation demonstration and related issues of iot systems
the book continues to explore the topic by providing information about sensor cloud
infrastructure mobile cloud fog computing an extension of cloud computing that takes cloud
computing to the cutting edge of networking where data is produced and integration of iot
devices with cloud computing the book also presents notes on the taxonomy of fog computing
systems the six chapters in this book provide essential information for general readers and
students of computer science to understand the basics of cloud computing networks related
concepts and applications
Cloud and Fog Computing Platforms for Internet of Things 2022-06-07 today relevant data are
typically delivered to cloud based servers for storing and analysis in order to extract key
features and enable enhanced applications beyond the basic transmission of raw data and to
realize the possibilities associated with the impending internet of things iot to allow for
quicker more efficient and expanded privacy preserving services a new trend called fog
computing has emerged moving these responsibilities to the network s edge traditional
centralized cloud computing paradigms confront new problems posed by iot application growth
including high latency limited storage and outages due to a lack of available resources fog
computing puts the cloud and iot devices closer together to address these issues instead of
sending iot data to the cloud the fog processes and stores it locally at iot devices unlike
the cloud fog based services have a faster reaction time and better quality overall fog
computing cloud computing and their connectivity with the iot are discussed in this book with
an emphasis on the advantages and implementation issues it also explores the various
architectures and appropriate iot applications fog computing cloud computing and internet of
things are being suggested as potential research directions features a systematic overview of
the state of the art in cloud computing fog computing and internet of things recent research
results and some pointers to future advancements in architectures and methodologies detailed
examples from clinical studies using several different data sets
Internet of Things, Smart Computing and Technology: A Roadmap Ahead 2020-02-14 this book
addresses a broad range of topics concerning machine learning big data the internet of things
iot and security in the iot its goal is to bring together several innovative studies on these
areas in order to help researchers engineers and designers in several interdisciplinary
domains pursue related applications it presents an overview of the various algorithms used
focusing on the advantages and disadvantages of each in the fields of machine learning and big
data it also covers next generation computing paradigms that are expected to support wireless
networking with high data transfer rates and autonomous decision making capabilities in turn
the book discusses iot applications e g healthcare applications that generate a huge amount of
sensor data and imaging data that must be handled correctly for further processing in the
traditional iot ecosystem cloud computing offers a solution for the efficient management of
huge amounts of data thanks to its ability to access shared resources and provide a common
infrastructure in a ubiquitous manner though these new technologies are invaluable they also
reveal serious iot security challenges iot applications are vulnerable to various types of
attack such as eavesdropping spoofing and false data injection the man in the middle attack
replay attack denial of service attack jamming attack flooding attack etc these and other
security issues in the internet of things are explored in detail in addition to highlighting
outstanding research and recent advances from around the globe the book reports on current
challenges and future directions in the iot accordingly it offers engineers professionals
researchers and designers an applied oriented resource to support them in a broad range of
interdisciplinary areas
Fog and Edge Computing 2019-01-30 a comprehensive guide to fog and edge applications
architectures and technologies recent years have seen the explosive growth of the internet of
things iot the internet connected network of devices that includes everything from personal
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electronics and home appliances to automobiles and industrial machinery responding to the ever
increasing bandwidth demands of the iot fog and edge computing concepts have developed to
collect analyze and process data more efficiently than traditional cloud architecture fog and
edge computing principles and paradigms provides a comprehensive overview of the state of the
art applications and architectures driving this dynamic field of computing while highlighting
potential research directions and emerging technologies exploring topics such as developing
scalable architectures moving from closed systems to open systems and ethical issues rising
from data sensing this timely book addresses both the challenges and opportunities that fog
and edge computing presents contributions from leading iot experts discuss federating edge
resources middleware design issues data management and predictive analysis smart
transportation and surveillance applications and more a coordinated and integrated
presentation of topics helps readers gain thorough knowledge of the foundations applications
and issues that are central to fog and edge computing this valuable resource provides insights
on transitioning from current cloud centric and 4g 5g wireless environments to fog computing
examines methods to optimize virtualized pooled and shared resources identifies potential
technical challenges and offers suggestions for possible solutions discusses major components
of fog and edge computing architectures such as middleware interaction protocols and autonomic
management includes access to a website portal for advanced online resources fog and edge
computing principles and paradigms is an essential source of up to date information for
systems architects developers researchers and advanced undergraduate and graduate students in
fields of computer science and engineering
Handbook of Research on Cloud Computing and Big Data Applications in IoT 2019-04-12 today
cloud computing big data and the internet of things iot are becoming indubitable parts of
modern information and communication systems they cover not only information and communication
technology but also all types of systems in society including within the realms of business
finance industry manufacturing and management therefore it is critical to remain up to date on
the latest advancements and applications as well as current issues and challenges the handbook
of research on cloud computing and big data applications in iot is a pivotal reference source
that provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research findings on
principles challenges and applications of cloud computing big data and iot while highlighting
topics such as fog computing language interaction and scheduling algorithms this publication
is ideally designed for software developers computer engineers scientists professionals
academicians researchers and students
Cognitive Computing for Big Data Systems Over IoT 2017-12-30 this book brings a high level of
fluidity to analytics and addresses recent trends innovative ideas challenges and cognitive
computing solutions in big data and the internet of things iot it explores domain knowledge
data science reasoning and cognitive methods in the context of the iot extending current data
science approaches by incorporating insights from experts as well as a notion of artificial
intelligence and performing inferences on the knowledge the book provides a comprehensive
overview of the constituent paradigms underlying cognitive computing methods which illustrate
the increased focus on big data in iot problems as they evolve it includes novel in depth
fundamental research contributions from a methodological application in data science
accomplishing sustainable solution for the future perspective mainly focusing on the design of
the best cognitive embedded data science technologies to process and analyze the large amount
of data collected through the iot and aid better decision making the book discusses adapting
decision making approaches under cognitive computing paradigms to demonstrate how the proposed
procedures as well as big data and iot problems can be handled in practice this book is a
valuable resource for scientists professionals researchers and academicians dealing with the
new challenges and advances in the specific areas of cognitive computing and data science
approaches
Emerging Trends in IoT and Integration with Data Science, Cloud Computing, and Big Data
Analytics 2021-11-05 the internet of things iot has emerged to address the need for
connectivity and seamless integration with other devices as well as big data platforms for
analytics however there are challenges that iot based applications face including design and
implementation issues connectivity problems data gathering storing and analyzing in cloud
based environments and iot security and privacy issues emerging trends in iot and integration
with data science cloud computing and big data analytics is a critical reference source that
provides theoretical frameworks and research findings on iot and big data integration
highlighting topics that include wearable sensors machine learning machine intelligence and
mobile computing this book serves professionals who want to improve their understanding of the
strategic role of trust at different levels of the information and knowledge society it is
therefore of most value to data scientists computer scientists data analysts it specialists
academicians professionals researchers and students working in the field of information and
knowledge management in various disciplines that include but are not limited to information
and communication sciences administrative sciences and management education sociology computer
science etc moreover the book provides insights and supports executives concerned with the
management of expertise knowledge information and organizational development in different
types of work communities and environments
Edge Computing and IoT: Systems, Management and Security 2021-04-08 this book constitutes the
refereed post conference proceedings of the first international conference edge computing and
iot iceci 2020 held in november 2020 in changsha china due to covid 19 pandemic the conference
was held virtually the rapidly increasing devices and data traffic in the internet of things
iot era are posing significant burdens on the capacity limited internet and uncontrollable
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service delay the 11 full papers of iceci 2020 were selected from 79 submissions and present
results and ideas in the area of edge computing and iot
Examining Cloud Computing Technologies Through the Internet of Things 2017-11-30 the
progressive combination of cloud computing and internet of things iot will enable new
monitoring services create powerful processing of sensory data streams and provide a new
method for intelligent perception and connection examining cloud computing technologies
through the internet of things is a pivotal reference source for scholarly research on the
latest and innovative facets of cloud based internet of things systems including technical
evaluations and comparisons of existing concepts featuring coverage on a broad range of topics
such as fog computing network programming and data security this book is geared towards
advanced level students researchers and professionals interested in exploring and implementing
the iot and related technologies
Big-Data Analytics for Cloud, IoT and Cognitive Computing 2017-03-13 the definitive guide to
successfully integrating social mobile big data analytics cloud and iot principles and
technologies the main goal of this book is to spur the development of effective big data
computing operations on smart clouds that are fully supported by iot sensing machine learning
and analytics systems to that end the authors draw upon their original research and proven
track record in the field to describe a practical approach integrating big data theories cloud
design principles internet of things iot sensing machine learning data analytics and hadoop
and spark programming part 1 focuses on data science the roles of clouds and iot devices and
frameworks for big data computing big data analytics and cognitive machine learning as well as
cloud architecture iot and cognitive systems are explored and mobile cloud iot interaction
frameworks are illustrated with concrete system design examples part 2 is devoted to the
principles of and algorithms for machine learning data analytics and deep learning in big data
applications part 3 concentrates on cloud programming software libraries from mapreduce to
hadoop spark and tensorflow and describes business educational healthcare and social media
applications for those tools the first book describing a practical approach to integrating
social mobile analytics cloud and iot smact principles and technologies covers theory and
computing techniques and technologies making it suitable for use in both computer science and
electrical engineering programs offers an extremely well informed vision of future intelligent
and cognitive computing environments integrating smact technologies fully illustrated
throughout with examples figures and approximately 150 problems to support and reinforce
learning features a companion website with an instructor manual and powerpoint slides wiley
com go hwangiot big data analytics for cloud iot and cognitive computing satisfies the demand
among university faculty and students for cutting edge information on emerging intelligent and
cognitive computing systems and technologies professionals working in data science cloud
computing and iot applications will also find this book to be an extremely useful working
resource
シリコンバレー発　アルゴリズム革命の衝撃　Fintech,IoT,Cloud Computing,AI…アメリカで起きていること、これから日本で起きること 2016-09-20 �����
����� ��������������� ����������������������������� fintech iot cloud computing ai�� ���������
������������������� ����������������������
Internet of Everything 2017-10-15 this book focuses on the internet of everything and related
fields the internet of everything adds connectivity and intelligence to just about every
device giving it special functions the book provides a common platform for integrating
information from heterogeneous sources however this can be quite reductive as the internet of
everything provides links not only among things but also data people and business processes
the evolution of current sensor and device networks with strong interactions between people
and social environments will have a dramatic impact on everything from city planning first
responders the military and health such a shared ecosystem will allow for the interaction
between data sensor inputs and heterogeneous systems semantics is a fundamental component of
this since semantic technologies are able to provide the necessary bridge between different
data representations and to solve terminology incongruence integrating data from distributed
devices sensor networks social networks and biomedical instruments requires first of all the
systematization of the current state of the art in such fields then it is necessary to
identify a common action thread to actually merge and homogenize standards and techniques
applied in such a heterogeneous field the exact requirements of an internet of everything
environment need to be precisely identified and formally expressed and finally the role of
modern computing paradigms such as cloud and fog computing needs to be assessed with respect
to the requirements expressed by an internet of everything ecosystem
5G IoT and Edge Computing for Smart Healthcare 2022-03-29 5g iot and edge computing for smart
healthcare addresses the importance of a 5g iot and edge cognitive computing based system for
the successful implementation and realization of a smart healthcare system the book provides
insights on 5g technologies along with intelligent processing algorithms processors that have
been adopted for processing the medical data that would assist in addressing the challenges in
computer aided diagnosis and clinical risk analysis on a real time basis each chapter is self
sufficient solving real time problems through novel approaches that help the audience acquire
the right knowledge with the progressive development of medical and communication computer
technologies the healthcare system has seen a tremendous opportunity to support the demand of
today s new requirements focuses on the advancement of 5g in terms of its security and privacy
aspects which is very important in health care systems address advancements in signal
processing and more specifically the cognitive computing algorithm to make the system more
real time gives insights into various information processing models and the architecture of
layers to realize a 5g based smart health care system
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Edge Computing 2024-04-15 this book features edge computing with respect to mobile iot and
iiot technologies from evolution architecture implementation and standard role of iot all
aspects have been covered with in depth real life and practical use cases from industry this
book covers the curriculum of the edge computing course at prominent global universities
institutions
Advances in Edge Computing: Massive Parallel Processing and Applications 2020-03-10 the rapid
advance of internet of things iot technologies has resulted in the number of iot connected
devices growing exponentially with billions of connected devices worldwide while this
development brings with it great opportunities for many fields of science engineering business
and everyday life it also presents challenges such as an architectural bottleneck with a very
large number of iot devices connected to a rather small number of servers in cloud data
centers and the problem of data deluge edge computing aims to alleviate the computational
burden of the iot for the cloud by pushing some of the computations and logics of processing
from the cloud to the edge of the internet it is becoming commonplace to allocate tasks and
applications such as data filtering classification semantic enrichment and data aggregation to
this layer but to prevent this new layer from itself becoming another bottleneck for the whole
computing stack from iot to the cloud the edge computing layer needs to be capable of
implementing massively parallel and distributed algorithms efficiently this book advances in
edge computing massive parallel processing and applications addresses these challenges in 11
chapters subjects covered include fog storage software architecture iot based crowdsourcing
the industrial internet of things privacy issues smart home management in the cloud and the
fog and a cloud robotic solution to assist medical applications providing an overview of
developments in the field the book will be of interest to all those working with the internet
of things and edge computing
IoT Applications Computing 2022-01-07 the evolution of emerging and innovative technologies
based on industry 4 0 concepts are transforming society and industry into a fully digitized
and networked globe sensing communications and computing embedded with ambient intelligence
are at the heart of the internet of things iot the industrial internet of things iiot and
industry 4 0 technologies with expanding applications in manufacturing transportation health
building automation agriculture and the environment it is expected that the emerging
technology clusters of ambient intelligence computing will not only transform modern industry
but also advance societal health and wellness as well as and make the environment more
sustainable this book uses an interdisciplinary approach to explain the complex issue of
scientific and technological innovations largely based on intelligent computing
Fog Data Analytics for IoT Applications 2020-08-25 this book discusses the unique nature and
complexity of fog data analytics fda and develops a comprehensive taxonomy abstracted into a
process model the exponential increase in sensors and smart gadgets collectively referred as
smart devices or internet of things iot devices has generated significant amount of
heterogeneous and multimodal data known as big data to deal with this big data we require
efficient and effective solutions such as data mining data analytics and reduction to be
deployed at the edge of fog devices on a cloud current research and development efforts
generally focus on big data analytics and overlook the difficulty of facilitating fog data
analytics fda this book presents a model that addresses various research challenges such as
accessibility scalability fog nodes communication nodal collaboration heterogeneity
reliability and quality of service qos requirements and includes case studies demonstrating
its implementation focusing on fda in iot and requirements related to industry 4 0 it also
covers all aspects required to manage the complexity of fda for iot applications and also
develops a comprehensive taxonomy
Challenges and Opportunities for the Convergence of IoT, Big Data, and Cloud Computing
2021-01-29 in today s market emerging technologies are continually assisting in common
workplace practices as companies and organizations search for innovative ways to solve modern
issues that arise prevalent applications including internet of things big data and cloud
computing all have noteworthy benefits but issues remain when separately integrating them into
the professional practices significant research is needed on converging these systems and
leveraging each of their advantages in order to find solutions to real time problems that
still exist challenges and opportunities for the convergence of iot big data and cloud
computing is a pivotal reference source that provides vital research on the relation between
these technologies and the impact they collectively have in solving real world challenges
while highlighting topics such as cloud based analytics intelligent algorithms and information
security this publication explores current issues that remain when attempting to implement
these systems as well as the specific applications iot big data and cloud computing have in
various professional sectors this book is ideally designed for academicians researchers
developers computer scientists it professionals practitioners scholars students and engineers
seeking research on the integration of emerging technologies to solve modern societal issues
Cyber Physical Computing for IoT-driven Services 2018-01-30 this book presents the cyber
culture of micro macro cosmological and virtual computing the book shows how these work to
formulate explain and predict the current processes and phenomena monitoring and controlling
technology in the physical and virtual space the authors posit a basic proposal to transform
description of the function truth table and structure adjacency matrix to a qubit vector that
focuses on memory driven computing based on logic parallel operations performance the authors
offer a metric for the measurement of processes and phenomena in a cyberspace and also the
architecture of logic associative computing for decision making and big data analysis the book
outlines an innovative theory and practice of design test simulation and diagnosis of digital
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systems based on the use of a qubit coverage vector to describe the functional components and
structures authors provide a description of the technology for soc hdl model diagnosis based
on test assertion blocks activated graph examples of cyber physical systems for digital
monitoring and cloud management of social objects and transport are proposed a presented
automaton model of cosmological computing explains the cyclical and harmonious evolution of
matter energy essence and also a space time form of the universe
Managing IoT and Mobile Technologies with Innovation, Trust, and Sustainable Computing
2021-05-03 focused on the latest mobile technologies this book addresses specific features
such as iot and their adoptions that aim to enable excellence in business in industry 4 0
furthermore this book explores how the adoption of these technologies is related to rising
concerns about privacy and trusted communication issues that concern management and leaders of
business organizations managing iot and mobile technologies with innovation trust and
sustainable computing not only targets it experts and drills down on the technical issues but
also provides readers from various groups with a well linked concept about how the latest
trends of mobile technologies are closely related to daily living and the workplace at
managerial and even individual levels
IoT and Cloud Computing Advancements in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks 2020-03-20 the optimization
of traffic management operations has become a considerable challenge in today s global scope
due to the significant increase in the number of vehicles traffic congestions and automobile
accidents fortunately there has been substantial progress in the application of intelligent
computing devices to transportation processes vehicular ad hoc networks vanets are a specific
practice that merges the connectivity of wireless technologies with smart vehicles despite its
relevance empirical research is lacking on the developments being made in vanets and how
certain intelligent technologies are being applied within transportation systems iot and cloud
computing advancements in vehicular ad hoc networks provides emerging research exploring the
theoretical and practical aspects of intelligent transportation systems and analyzing the
modern techniques that are being applied to smart vehicles through cloud technology featuring
coverage on a broad range of topics such as health monitoring node localization and fault
tolerance this book is ideally designed for network designers developers analysists it
specialists computing professionals researchers academics and post graduate students seeking
current research on emerging computing concepts and developments in vehicular ad hoc networks
Internet of Things for Architects 2018-01-22 learn to design implement and secure your iot
infrastructure key features build a complete iot system that is the best fit for your
organization learn about different concepts technologies and tradeoffs in the iot
architectural stack understand the theory concepts and implementation of each element that
comprises iot design from sensors to the cloud implement best practices to ensure the
reliability scalability robust communication systems security and data analysis in your iot
infrastructure book description the internet of things iot is the fastest growing technology
market industries are embracing iot technologies to improve operational expenses product life
and people s well being an architectural guide is necessary if you want to traverse the
spectrum of technologies needed to build a successful iot system whether that s a single
device or millions of devices this book encompasses the entire spectrum of iot solutions from
sensors to the cloud we start by examining modern sensor systems and focus on their power and
functionality after that we dive deep into communication theory paying close attention to near
range pan including the new bluetooth 5 0 specification and mesh networks then we explore ip
based communication in lan and wan including 802 11ah 5g lte cellular sigfox and lorawan next
we cover edge routing and gateways and their role in fog computing as well as the messaging
protocols of mqtt and coap with the data now in internet form you ll get an understanding of
cloud and fog architectures including the openfog standards we wrap up the analytics portion
of the book with the application of statistical analysis complex event processing and deep
learning models finally we conclude by providing a holistic view of the iot security stack and
the anatomical details of iot exploits while countering them with software defined perimeters
and blockchains what you will learn understand the role and scope of architecting a successful
iot deployment from sensors to the cloud scan the landscape of iot technologies that span
everything from sensors to the cloud and everything in between see the trade offs in choices
of protocols and communications in iot deployments build a repertoire of skills and the
vernacular necessary to work in the iot space broaden your skills in multiple engineering
domains necessary for the iot architect who this book is for this book is for architects
system designers technologists and technology managers who want to understand the iot
ecosphere various technologies and tradeoffs and develop a 50 000 foot view of iot
architecture
The Internet of Things in the Cloud 2013-03-21 although the internet of things iot is a vast
and dynamic territory that is evolving rapidly there has been a need for a book that offers a
holistic view of the technologies and applications of the entire iot spectrum filling this
void the internet of things in the cloud a middleware perspective provides a comprehensive
introduction to the iot and its development worldwide it gives you a panoramic view of the iot
landscape focusing on the overall technological architecture and design of a tentatively
unified iot framework underpinned by cloud computing from a middleware perspective organized
into three sections it describes the many facets of internet of things including the four
pillars of iot and the three layer value chain of iot focuses on middleware the glue and
building blocks of a holistic iot system on every layer of the architecture explores cloud
computing and iot as well as their synergy based on the common background of distributed
processing the book is based on the author s two previous bestselling books in chinese on iot
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and cloud computing and more than two decades of hands on software middleware programming and
architecting experience at organizations such as the oak ridge national laboratory ibm bea
systems and silicon valley startup doubletwist tapping into this wealth of knowledge the book
categorizes the many facets of the iot and proposes a number of paradigms and classifications
about internet of things mass and niche markets and technologies
The Internet of Things 2017-10-16 this book provides a dual perspective on the internet of
things and ubiquitous computing along with their applications in healthcare and smart cities
it also covers other interdisciplinary aspects of the internet of things like big data
embedded systems and wireless sensor networks detailed coverage of the underlying architecture
framework and state of the art methodologies form the core of the book
Ubiquitous Computing and Computing Security of IoT 2018-10-03 this provides a comprehensive
overview of the key principles of security concerns surrounding the upcoming internet of
things iot and introduces readers to the protocols adopted in the iot it also analyses the
vulnerabilities attacks and defense mechanisms highlighting the security issues in the context
of big data lastly trust management approaches and ubiquitous learning applications are
examined in detail as such the book sets the stage for developing and securing iot
applications both today and in the future
Internet of Things from Hype to Reality 2022-03-03 this revised textbook presents updated
material on its core content an end to end iot architecture that is comprised of devices
network compute storage platform applications along with management and security components as
with the second edition it is organized into six main parts an iot reference model fog
computing and the drivers iot management and applications smart services in iot iot standards
and case studies this edition s features include overhaul of the iot protocols chapter 5 to
include an expanded treatment of low power wide area networks including narrow band iot nb iot
protocol updated iot platforms and capabilities chapter 7 to include comparison of
commercially available platforms e g aws iot platform google cloud iot platform microsoft
azure iot platform and ptc thinkworx updated security chapter 8 to include approaches for
securing iot devices with examples of iot devices used in security attacks and associated
solutions including mud and dice and finally new appendix b to include six iot project
detailed for students
シリコンバレー発アルゴリズム革命の衝撃 2016-09 ������� ��������� ������������������������ ������ ����������������
� ���������������� ������������� ������������� �������������� ������������� ��� ��������������
����� ���������������� ��������������������
The Internet of Things 2017-02-24 as more and more devices become interconnected through the
internet of things iot there is an even greater need for this book which explains the
technology the internetworking and applications that are making iot an everyday reality the
book begins with a discussion of iot ecosystems and the technology that enables them which
includes wireless infrastructure and service discovery protocols integration technologies and
tools application and analytics enablement platforms a chapter on next generation cloud
infrastructure explains hosting iot platforms and applications a chapter on data analytics
throws light on iot data collection storage translation real time processing mining and
analysis all of which can yield actionable insights from the data collected by iot
applications there is also a chapter on edge fog computing the second half of the book
presents various iot ecosystem use cases one chapter discusses smart airports and highlights
the role of iot integration it explains how mobile devices mobile technology wearables rfid
sensors and beacons work together as the core technologies of a smart airport integrating
these components into the airport ecosystem is examined in detail and use cases and real life
examples illustrate this iot ecosystem in operation another in depth look is on envisioning
smart healthcare systems in a connected world this chapter focuses on the requirements
promising applications and roles of cloud computing and data analytics the book also examines
smart homes smart cities and smart governments the book concludes with a chapter on iot
security and privacy this chapter examines the emerging security and privacy requirements of
iot environments the security issues and an assortment of surmounting techniques and best
practices are also discussed in this chapter
Fog Computing in the Internet of Things 2017-05-29 this book describes state of the art
approaches to fog computing including the background of innovations achieved in recent years
coverage includes various aspects of fog computing architectures for internet of things
driving reasons variations and case studies the authors discuss in detail key topics such as
meeting low latency and real time requirements of applications interoperability federation and
heterogeneous computing energy efficiency and mobility fog and cloud interplay geo
distribution and location awareness and case studies in healthcare and smart space
applications
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